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Green Aluminium goes Hand in Hand with with Digitization

• Innovative Green Technologies need Innovative Digital Technologies

• New technologies need the approach

• Partnership is key in New Technologies

• Process Control with direct connectivity to the digital platform is key

Measure - Analyze - Improve
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Carbon Capturing and Utilization        Arcelor Mittal, Ghent, Belgium

“This process is like traditional fermentation except a 

biocatalyst instead of a yeast ferments carbon containing 

gases, instead of sugar. 

This one discovery has since given birth to a global business 

that supports the wholescale adoption of more sustainable 

business models across industries not conventionally seen as 

environmentally friendly. Since the discovery of this organism 

alone, we’ve created over 90M liters of ethanol, which in turn 

has mitigated over 100M tons of CO2. “

Arcelor Mittal Ghent Belgium

Lanzatech (US Company)

Babette Pettersen
Vice President
Lanzatech Europe

Blog Post

Blog Post

Wim Van der Stricht

ArcelorMittal CTO 
Technology Strategy 
CO2 and Circular Economy

“The Steelanol production not only helps ArcelorMittal’s goal 

of reducing carbon emissions in its European operations by 

30% by 2030, but it also opens the door to new business 

opportunities by creating a by-product with significant market 

demand.

Don’t try and do it alone. No organisation has all the 

resources and expertise needed to make deep and lasting 

changes to operations. Either bringing in or joining an 

ecosystem of partners and adopting an open innovation model 

can help fill the gaps and introduce your company to new idea”
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Green Hydrogen as energy for Industrial use
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Existing Gas Infrastructure
First outline of a hydrogen backbone infrastructure

Europe

South Europe and North Africa Infrastructure Middle East Green and Grey Hydrogen projects

Africa Infrastructure

First outline of a hydrogen 
backbone infrastructure

Hydrogen transportation



H2 – Value Chain – Intersection of Industry



Impact Across the Metals Industry
• Metals interest in hydrogen is “the conversation”.

• Many metals processors have committed to a 50% reduction by 2030 and carbon neutral / carbon free between 
2035-2050.  Hydrogen is the considered the key.

• The use of smart carbon technologies including carbon capture and carbon neutral Aluminium is the bridge to 
Green Aluminium

• Overcoming risks related to investment in infrastructure (pipelines, storage, distribution).

• With use of bioenergy and incorporating carbon capture, storage and use; incorporating hydrogen as reductant -
longer term this will be green hydrogen

Rockwell Automation helps metal producers to plan their transformation journey to become 
carbon neutral from the planning phase until the whole lifecycle time of their facilities.



To curb the emissions from shipping, the IMO has agreed on an ambition 
to reduce GHG emissions from shipping by at least 50 percent by 2050. 
To reach this goal and to make the transition to full decarbonization 
possible, commercially viable zero emission vessels must start entering 
the global fleet by 2030, with their numbers to be radically scaled up 
through the 2030s and 2040s. 

Committed: Collectively, we are committed to the decarbonization of 
deep-sea shipping and its energy value chains in line with the most 
ambitious interpretation of the IMO (International Maritime 
Organization) Strategy on reduction of Greenhous Gas emissions from 
ships and the latest relevant IPCC climate science.

Getting-to-Zero-Coalition_Ambition-statement_230919.pdf
(globalmaritimeforum.org)

Increasing from 66 projects in the first edition, the Mapping of Zero Emission Pilots and 
Demonstration Projects now includes 106 projects focusing on zero emission pathways for the 

maritime industry.

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/06GHGinitialstrategy.aspx
https://www.globalmaritimeforum.org/content/2019/09/Getting-to-Zero-Coalition_Ambition-statement_230919.pdf
http://www.globalmaritimeforum.org/content/2021/03/Mapping-of-Zero-Emission-Pilots-and-Demonstration-Projects-Second-edition.pdf


Fuel Cell, Energy control & Balance of Power

PROJECT INFORMATION
• Advanced automation technology to control the vessel and the energy management system. 
• Energy Observer uses a combination of intermittent renewable energy: solar panels, wind 

turbines, lithium-ion batteries and a hydrogen production system.
• A central human machine interface (HMI) completes the solution, delivering real-time 

information to the crew.

ROCKWELL AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY USED

https://www.rockwellautomation.com/global/news/detail.page?pagetitle=Rockwell-Automation-Supports-The-Energy-Observer-Project-%257C-Press-Release&content_type=news_press&docid=1fa72e2395a044862b6ced6404d4e9d4

https://www.rockwellautomation.com/global/news/detail.page?pagetitle=Rockwell-Automation-Supports-The-Energy-Observer-Project-%257C-Press-Release&content_type=news_press&docid=1fa72e2395a044862b6ced6404d4e9d4
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Green Impact Across the Bauxite Mining
• Mining interest in hydrogen is “the conversation”.

• There's a strong drive to decarbonize mining operations.

• Hydrogen can be used to store renewable energy to generate electricity, it can power equipment and trucks and cars, and 
it can even be used in certain mining processes.

• Ventilation contributes to between 30 and 40 percent of a mine’s total energy operating costs. Decarbonizing will reduce 
the required ventilation.

• Mining is looking at decarbonization of every element.  Trucks, fuel transport, large mobility equipment, mine material 
handling equipment.

• Co-location of Renewable Assets, H2 Production and logistics such as pipelines, trucks.  Balance of pipelines versus towers.

Rockwell Automation helps mining and cement producers plan their 
decarbonization journey from start to finish.  Integrated systems and 

scalable analytics enable mine-to-market visibility and allow for better 
decision-making.



As a result, 
Aluminium companies 

use less than 1% 
of their data

• Data not captured

• Data not stored

• Data not accessible
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<1%

• Data not analyzed

• Data not communicated

There’s a disconnect between potential value
and successful implementation

The push to eliminate CO2 is more present then ever
• Partner up,  don’t do it alone

• Measure to know who your big CO2 generators are

• Analyze and Act



End-to-end systems integration
Better decisions thanks to supply chain visibility and smelter-to-market visibility

Analytics
Improving process, 

quality and supply chain

Smart Sensors
Enhancing tracking of 

materials, people, 
consumables and emissions

Mobility
Reducing maintenance costs 

and improving
personnel productivity

Simulation
Reducing validation

costs and testing
engineering ideas

before implementation

AI & Machine Learning
Predicting failures

and increasing yield

AR/VR
Improving collaboration

and making 
operations safer

Rockwell Automation® is enabling a methodology to Integrate Modern Green Technology in the Aluminium Industry 

Avoid the hurdles and the pitfalls

Digital
technologies

Secured Networks
Data is important to make 

important decisions. Protect it

Safety 
Protect your workers

Get Guidance on the Digital way forward
Digitization  is not the core business of 

Aluminium makers. 
We can guide you
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